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Despite the controversy surrounding Affirmative Action (AA), relatively little
research has appeared about attitudes towards these programs. In this
research, an exploratory approach is implemented to assess the support of
personnel managers for the theory of AA as well as the mechanisms designed
to carry it out. Also, the relationship to Supreme Court decisions, relevant
legislation, and numerous demographic, attitudinal, and organizational
variables are examined for their impact on Affirmative Action attitudes. A
questionnaire was UtlilIed to assess support for AA and its correlates. The
majority of personnel managers indicate support for both AA in theory and
the mechanisms required to carry these programs out. This research indicates
either very small or no differences exist between support for AA concepts
versus AA mechanisms,support for gender -based versus race-based AA,or
support reported by private sector versus public sector personnel managers
for AA. How personnel managers perceive the impact of Court Decisions and
the 1991 Civil Rights Act on AA implementation, although small, was found to
be a significant correlate of AA attitudes. The race of the respondent was
found to be the most significant determinant of AA attitudes. Although
minorities were found to be more supportive than nonminorities, both were
found to register support for these programs.

IV

INTRODUCTION
For roughly two decades plans promoting Equal Employment
Opportunity have been in existence The major goal underlying these plans is
the amelioration of both blatant and covert discrimination against women
and minorities. Affirmative Action (AA)represents a primary tool in
promoting Equal Employment Opportunity. AA involves concerted efforts to
place women/minorities into positions where they are currently
underrepresented. Through the efforts of AA and other Equal Employment
Opportunity plans, women/minorities may eventually achieve increased
employment opportunities and proportionate representation in the
workforce.
Despite the good intentions underlying the concept of AA, AA
engenders significant controversy as to its fairness and constitutionality. The
general public often possess negative attitudes towards AA This is due, in
part, to the view of some that AA constitutes reverse discrimination by placing
less qualified or even unqualified women/minorities into occupations rather
than qualified males(Dovidio, Mann, & Gaertner, 1989). Thus, much
resentment and hostility may be engendered upon the implementation of AA
plans. Dissenting attitudes such as these may serve to enhance negative
perceptions towards women/minorities, thereby continuing discrimination in
the workforce.
Accordingly, past research finds attitudinal factors towards AA exert a
significant influence on AA effectiveness. In this context, the term
effectiveness is defined

as the

long term reduction of discrimination in the
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workforce indexed by an increased number of women/minorities represented
in nontraditional occupations. In reviewing a number of factors for their
impact on AA effectiveness, Hitt and Keats(1984)found the attitudinal factor
commitment from higher administration" to be the most influential.
Consequently, if those in higher administrative positions, including key
personnel positions, lack support for AA,the effectiveness of these programs
in combatting workforce discrimination may be hindered.
A key administrative player in the implementation of AA is the personnel
manager. This individual exerts a significant influence over a number of
decisions affecting the extent to which women/minorities secure jobs and the
rate at which they do so. It is the personnel manager who is usually
responsible in some major way for the implementation of AA. Hence,the
personnel manager's favorableness towards AA could be an important factor
in determining the level of success these plans acheve.
Despite the important role personnel managers have in implementing
AA,scant research exists pertaining to their attitudes towards this program.
This lack of information is especially true for personnel managers operating in
the private sector. Prior research assesses the attitudes of key personnel
primarily in the public sector For example, attitudes towards AA have been
assessed by reviewing the responses of police chiefs, fire chiefs, city managers
(Huckle, 1984; Slack, 1987a, 1987b), city executives, legislators, administrators
(Daley, 1984), municipal supervisory personnel (Davis & West, 1979), public
administrators(Thompson, 1978) and public personnel managers(Thompson
& Browne, 1978). This research indicates occupants of these key positions to
not particularly support AA They indicated substantial opposition to many of
the mechanisms required to implement AA As the discussion below indicates,
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different legal requirements and conditions for AA exist in the public versus
the private sector. These considerations argue for additional research to
determine whether individuals employed in the private sector manifest similar
negativity towards AA.
Purpose
The present research describes the degree of support or favorableness
personnel managers demonstrate for the principles and practices of AA. The
attitudes of personnel managers in both the private sector and public sector
are examined because of the central role these individuals play in
implementing AA and because little research exists pertaining to their
attitudes.
Due to federal and state laws and regulations, there are different
constraints governing the hiring practices in the public versus the private
sector. For instance, by law the public sector must adhere to the merit
principle in selecting applicants for employment Furthermore, the
employment records of the public sector are available for public examination,
making it more difficult to hide unfair or biased hiring practices. Lastly,
pursuant to Executive Order 11246, the federal government and businesses
possessing federal contracts must maintain a formal AA plan. Conversely,
private sector employers have greater discretion in formulating their hiring
practices. They are not necessarily required to hire by the merit principle or to
maintain an AA program (unless mandated by court order or a consent
decree). Hence, private sector employers may perceive AA as more intrusive or
lore restrictive than public sector employers because more of their historical
freedom in making hiring decisions has been usurped Because AA and Equal
Employment Opportunity are widely required in the public sector, it seems
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likely that these programc and policies will be more readily embraced by
managers in this area than by those in the private sector. The relationship
between public versus private sector support for AA has yet to be researched,
yet the different circumstances surrounding AA in each area merit the
consideration of possible differences These differences are explored in the
present research.
Numerous factors and/or experiences potentially influence how
personnel managers feel about AA For instance, sociodemographic variables,
community demographics, political orientation, past AA experiences,
organizational characteristics, and perceptions about the ubiquity of
discrimination are examples of factors which are found to significantly
correlate with attitudinal support for AA for individuals in the public sector
(Daley, 1984; Davis & West, 1978; Jacobson, 1985; Slack, 1987a; Slack, 1987b;
Thompson, 1978; Thompson & Browne. 1978). The present research describes
the relationship of these variables to the level of support for AA that is
reported by both private and public sector personnel managers.
A potential correlate which has yet to be researched for its impact on AA
attitudes, is a personnel manager's understanding and interpretation of
Supreme Court decisions and relevant legislation involving this issue. With the
passage of the 1991 Civil Rights Act, this variable could be of particular
importance in defining the attitudes of personnel managers. Individuals in
higher personnel positions, in conjunction with their legal staff, are
responsible for interpreting Supreme Court decisions and relevant legislation,
such as the new Civil Rights Act, and integrating these dictates into their
evolving AA policies. Supreme Court decisions and relevant legislation
involving AA control the ease or difficulty of implementing these programs.

S
Preexisting plans my regime extensive modifications thereby imposing
additional burdens on the personnel manager. Hence, whether and to what
degree personnel managers perceive Supreme Couri decisions and legislation
to have influenced the ease or difficulty of AA implementation could be an
important determinant of their own degree of support for this measure.
Therefore, the third purpose of the present research is to assess the perceived
impact of recent Supreme Court decisions arid legislation involving AA on the
attitudinal support of personnel managers for this program.
By researching personnel managers' attitudes towards AA, one can
determine their support for programs they are required to implement. One
can also identify specifically where AA meets with resistance. Research such as
this might then be used to evaluate AA by determining wh:ch procedures are
strongly supported or to identify areas where lack of support exists. In
reviewing potential con -elates of AA,characteristics of individuals,
communities, or organizations can be identified which are related to support
for AA. Given the knowledge of where support exists for AA and what factors
impact on AA attitudes, organizations may then be able to gauge the
acceptance for these plans and determine the level of commitment that will
be devoted to making AA successful. Training on Equal Employment
Opportunity and AA, incentives, or other creative steps might then be taken
to induce support and thus hopefully increase the effectiveness of such AA
plans.
Definitions of AA
Broadly defined, AA means taking active steps to improve employment
opportunities for women, minorities, and the handicapped. (Note: The
present research does not address AA for the handicapped.) Most AA plans
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aim at eradicating an underrepresentation of vvomeninonminorities in
traditionally white male dominated positions. Determining
underrepresentation involves comparing the percentage of women/minorities
employed in certain positions within an organization to the percentage of
women/minorities who are qualified and available in the relevant recruiting
area. If the percentage of women/minorities employed in an organization is
significantly less than what is available in the relevant recruiting area, AA
steps are taken to remedy this disparity This usually consists of impinenting
hiring goals and timetables by which those hiring goals are met. Recruitment
is then usually undertaken to ensure that these goals and timetables are
successfully met.
Attitudinal Support for AA
Despite the good intentions behind AA, the existence of these plans
often engender significant negative reaction within an organization. Rosen
and Jerdee (1977)indicate that AA pressures to favor women/minorities
represent a loss of control and power for male employees and can result in the
following kinds of organizational problems:(a) lowered job satisfaction and
performance,(b) perceptions of dead-end career stagnation,(c) heightened
tensions between protected and unprotected groups,(d) greater militance in
an effort to protect job status, and (e) erosion of support for AA at all levels.
Past research indicates that many individuals express significant
reservations about AA (Bunzel, 1986; Daley, 1984; Huckle, 1984). These
reservations may not be directed towards AA in theory or principle but more
towards the specific mechanisms required to implement these plans. Davis
and West(1979)find Mexican/American supervisors voice considerable
support for the idea! of greater minority representation in public jobs, thus
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registering support for AA in principle However,the majority of respondents
do not support common AA practices such as compensatory hiring through a
quota system or lowering job-related experience and educational
requirements for minorities. Similarly, Slack (1987a; 1987b)finds public
officials support the idea of Equal Employment Opportunity, a necessary
precursor to AA, by favoring government intervention to ensure fair
treatment for women and minorities. However, he finds pubiic officials do
not support specific AA mechanisms, by registering opposition towards the
recruitment of an AA candidate when there is already a qualified nonminority
available and resisting the use of hiring quotas and timetables designed to
ensure those hiring quotas are met.
It is also possible that differential support for AA exists depending upon
whether these plans target the hiring of minorities versus that of women.
Slack (1987a) looked at this issue and found a high degree of similarity in
attitudes regardless of whether female or minority AA was at issue. The
similarity in attitudinal support for gender and race-based AA departed in
only one instance. This instance regarded the amount of special recruiting
efforts required on behalf of women versus minorities. Specifically, a greater
number of respondents favored special recruiting efforts for minorities than
for women.
Personnel managers as well as other individuals possess a set of unique
values which can influence how they feel about issues such as AA. To a large
degree, the personal background and experiences of an individual aid in
influencing such values. Therefore, in seeking to understand attitudinal
support or the lack thereof for AA, an examination must be made of the
potential sources which shape personal values relating to AA attitudes.
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Specifically, past research has examined correlates such as personal attributes
(Davis & West, 1979; Slack, 1987a; 1987b; Thompson, 1978, Thompson &
Browne, 1978), political orientation (Daley, 1984; Davis & West, 1979; Slack,
1987a; 1987b, Thompson, 1978; Thompson & Browne, 1978), organizational
characteristics, and past AA experience (Slack, 1987a; 1987b)for their impact
on attitudinal support reported by key officials for AA. Perceptions of the
extent of discrimination against women and minorities represents another
potentially important correlate of attitudes towards AA; however, this
variable has yet to be explored for its impact on the attitudes of key officials.
The following section addresses pertinent literature dealing with each of
these correlates and their potential impact on the attitudes of personnel
managers.
Correlates of AA
Personal attributes Thompson and Browne(1978) indicate that a
personnel manager's age, sex, or race is likely to influence his/her level of
support for AA. They maintain that it is highly probable, minorities or females
at some point in their career experience employment discrimination These
experiences could serve to make them more sympathetic towards the issue of
discrimination. Thus,female or minority personnel managers would be more
supportive of measures,such as AA, which attempt to eradicate discrimination
than nonminority male personnel managers. Younger officials have grown up
in an era where the ill effects of discrimination were discouraged through
both the educational and legal system. Hence, younger personnel managers
are more likely to be aware of the need for AA remedies in combatting this
discrimination and thus register greater support for this measure.
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Both Thompson's(1978) and Thompson and Browne's(1978) research
found persona! attributes to significantly correlate with attitudinal support
for AA. Specifically, black, female, and/or younger officials register more
support for AA than their white, male, and/or older peers(Thompson, 1978,
Thompson & Browne, 1978). A similar relationship with gender and age on
support for AA is found in other research as well (Davis & West, 1979; Slack,
1987a; 1987b).
Political orientation. Political orientation can shape the outlook of
individuals on a variety of public policies including AA. Consequently,
whether a personnel manager conforms to the liberal/Democratic or
conservative/Republican ideology represents another potential correlate on
the level of support one reports for AA.
A number of studies have addressed the relationship of political
orientation to attitudinal support for AA (Daley, 1984; Davis & West, 1979;
Slack, 1987a, 1987b; Thompson, 1978; Thompson & Browne, 1978). Each of
these studies find politic3i orientation to be a strong correlate of AA attitudes.
Specifically, liberals/Democrats report more support for AA than
conservatives/ Republicans.
Community dernoqraphKs Community demographics such as the
percentage of minorities in the population, average educational levels, and
unemployment rates can in part determine the ease or difficulty of AA
implementation and recruitment(Slack, 1987a). Low minority populations
and lowered educational levels can hamper AA recruitment by limiting the
pool of qualified minorities. High unemployment rates result in a greater
number of minorities and nonminorities competing for fewer jobs. This could
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result in reduced support on the part of personnel managers because
implementation of AA becomes more difficult.
Thompson and Browne(1978)speculate that the population of the
community where an organization is located represents another potential
determinant of a personnel managers reported level of support for AA. They
maintain that the larger the population, the greater the number of qualified
minorities/women there are in the applicant pool. Also larger cities possess a
greater number of articulate advocates who are better able to dramatize
problems such as employment discrimination. This serves to increase the
awareness of individuals towards the need for remedies such as AA.
Community demographics are found to be a significant determinant of
public officials level of support for AA. Specifically, higher minority
populations and higher educational levels as well as lower unemployment
rates are found to be associated with increasing support for AA (Slack, 1987a;
1987b). Furthermore, personnel officials residing in smaller cities tend to
report less commitment to AA than officials in larger population centers
(Thompson, 1978; Thompson & Browne, 1978).
Prior involvement with Affirmative Action. The nature and experiences
a personnel manager undergoes involving AA within his/her respective
organization could also determine in part his/her level of support for these
measures. Personnel managers who have undergone costly court proceedings
to defend their employment practices or are required to adhere to the strict
dictates of a court-imposed AA plan may view AA in a different manner than
personnel managers who have not experienced this
Slack's(1987a; 1987b) research finds prior AA involvement to be a
significant correlate in determining attitudinal support for AA. Public officials
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registered greater support for AA the longer their plans had been in
existence. Support for AA decreases when public officials report involvement
in AA litigation or were required to implement court imposed plans.
Perceptions of discrimination. The personnel managers' own beliefs
about the treatment of women/minorities can help to determine their level of
support for AA. For instance, if a personnel manager believes women/
minorities to experience limited opportunities due to discrimination, he/she is
more likely to support AA. However, a personnel manager who believes
racial/sexual prejudice is no longer a problem might be less supportive of
these remedies because they perceive no need for them in the first place.
Personnel manager's as well as other officials' perceptions of
discrimination represents a potentially important determinant of their level of
support for AA; however, no research is found focusing on this specific
relationship. Jacobson (1985) looked at the relationship of perceptions of
discrimination on attitudinal support for AA; but, his focus was on the
attitudes of the general population. Specifically, Jacobson finds perceptions
of discrimination to be a very strong indicator of attitudinal support for AA,
concluding that the more an individual perceives discrimination to be
operating against women and minorities the more supportive he/she is of AA
remedies.
It should be noted that perceptions of discrimination represents an
attitudinal variable which can be influenced by individual experiences and
characteristics in much the same way as attitudinal support for AA is affected
by them. For instance, Hopkins(1980) in her research on public employee
attitudes finds gender and race to be important determinants of the level and
type of discrimination perceived to be operating in the public sector.
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Specifically, a greater percentage of minorities was found to perceive racial
discrimination and a greater percentage of women was found to perceive
gender discrimination. Thus, it is likely that how personnel managers perceive
discrimination will be moderated by their gender and/or race and possibly
other demographic variables as well.
Oroanizational characteristics. The major goal of AA is to help increase
the number of women/minorities in occupations where they have been
traditionally underrepresented. Therefore, organizational characteristics such
as the percentage of women/minorities occupying nonclericai positions is an
indication of how effective these plans are in achieving the major goals of AA.
It is possible that a personnel manager's attitude towards AA is partially
influenced by the level of effectiveness achieved by AA in their organization
as measured by this and other outcome variables.
Slack (1987a, 1987b) researched the impact of several organizational
outcome variables to determine their relationship on levels of support
reported by public officials for AA. Greater numbers of women occupying
nonclerical positions were significantly related to increased levels of support
for AA. Other organizational variables found to be significant correlates of
attitudinal support for AA were overall staff size and proportion of
managerial positions available in an organization. Larger staff sizes and
greater numbers of managerial positions available in an organization are
found to be positively associated with increasing levels of support reported
for AA. This is likely due to the fact that organizations with larger staff sizes
and greater numbers of managerial positions available would have more
openings and more diverse opportunities available for women/minorities.
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This could make implementation somewhat easier for the personnel manager,
thus serving to increase their level of support for these measures.
In summary, the aforementioned research highlights a number of
influential variables and their relationships to levels of support for AA.
Because personnel officials in the public sector are legally bound to the merit
principle; whereas, officials in the private sector are not, attitudinal support
for AA and the variables which influence them may differ. Therefore,
additional research is needed comparing the attitudes of personnel managers
in the private sector to those in the public sector.
Despite the variety of variables which have been explored for their
effect on attitudinal support for AA,two potentially important factors have
yet to be researched. These variables are individual interpretations of
Supreme Court decisions and relevant legislation involving AA. Specifically,
how personnel managers perceive the dictates imposed by the Supreme Court
regarding AA and by the 1991 Civil Rights Act to have impeded or enhanced
AA implementation within their organizations could subsequently influence

their level and nature of support for AA. The following section outlines
relevant Supreme Court and legislative interpretations and their potential
impact on the attitudes of personnel managers.
Supreme Court and Legislative Decisions
The past decade witnessed seven Supreme Court decisions involving AA
in employment(see Table 1) Each case is of particular relevance to the
personnel manager because each clarifies what is considered legal or illegal in
an AA plan (Refer to Appendix D for Summaries of Recent Court Decisions and
the 1991 Civil Rights Act).
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Litigation involving AA plans often centers around cli,ims of reverse
discrimination and is adjudicated on the basis of either Title VII or the 14th
Amendment of the Constitution. As Table 1 indicates, the defendant in five of
Table 1
Affirmative Action Supreme Court Decisions

Case

Prevailing party

1

Johnson v. Santa Clara Co.
Transportation Agency (1987)

defendant

2.

U.S. v. Paradise (1987)

defendant

3.

Sheet Metal Workers v. EEOC(1986)

defendant

4.

Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education (1986)

plaintiff

5.

Firefighters v City of Cleveland (1986)

defendant

6.

Firefighters v. Stotts(1984)

plaintiff

7.

Steelworkers v Weber(1979)

defendant

the seven cases successfully refuted claims of reverse discrimination made by
the plaintiff. Thus, it seems higher courts allow organizations a certain
degree of freedom when establishing an AA plan as a means of promoting
Equal Employment Opportunity in the workforce Stemming from these
decisions, however, is a set of parameters by which subsequent AA plans
should be judged.
U.S. Steelworkers v Weber(1979) represents the first Supreme Court
decision involving reverse discrimination and AA in employment. This
landmark case resulted in a four part framework used for judging the legality
of subsequent AA plans This framework involves the following:
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An AA plan must be remedial in nature.
2

An AA plan must not unnecessarily trammel non-minority rights.

3.

An AA plan must not exclude non-covered members as a class.

4.

An AA plan must be reasonable.

Recent Supreme Court decisions involving AA in employment and claims
of reverse discrimination have further clarified or reaffirmed the framework
specified in Weber. Important parameters arising from these recent Supreme
Court decisions are discussed below.
AA plans must be remedial in nature. Both Firefighters v. City of
Cleveland (1986)and Johnson v Santa Clara County Transportation (1987)
involved AA plans designed to eradicate a statistical imbalance involving the
number of women/minorities employed by the organization versus the
number of women/minorities employed in the relevant labor market. Because
both AA plans were designed to eradicate statistical imbalances, the remedial
nature of these plans was supported Furthermore, the Johnson decision
further clarified this requirement by allowing an AA plan to be considered as
remedial despite the finding that no evidence of discrimination was found to
be the cause of the statistical imbalance.
The remedial nature of plans was also an issue in Wygant v. Jackson
Board of Education (1986) and United States v. Paradise (1987). Hiring or
promotional quotas, which were an inherent part of the AA plan involved in
the Paradise decision, were deemed as remedial in nature because they were
used to overcome a history of egregious discrimination against minorities.
However,the remedial nature of the Jackson plan was not upheld because it
was aimed at eradicating discrimination in society and not addressed towards
a particular imbalance in the organization's workforce.
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It may be assumed from the aforementioned decisions, that an AA plan
must be geared towards correcting a statistical imbalance involving the
composition of women and minorities in an organization. This inbalance
would be presumably caused by prior intentional or unintentional
discrimination in that organization. The organization does not have to admit
the imbalance was the result of intentional discrimination Plans aimed at
eradicating broader "societal discrimination" alone are not considered
remedial in nature.
AA must not unnecessarily trammel the rights of nonminorities. An AA
plan which unjustly burdens nonminorities or provides an absolute bar to
their advancement is not legally acceptable. An AA plan may be seen as
posing an unfair burden on a third party when it results in hiring an
unqualified applicant over a qualified applicant. This issue was clarified in
U.S. v. Paradise (1987) where the AA plan was accepted by the courts because
it allowed for the selection of a less qualifici minority over a nonminority;
however, the minority met the minimum requirements and was considered
qualified for the job
Lastly, both the Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education (1986) and
Firefighters v. Stotts(1984)decisions further defined the meaning of unjust
burden on nonminorities. Both cases involved an AA plan which allowed for

the layoffs of nonminorities with more seniority before minorities with less
seniority. In both cases, the courts ruled against the defendant finding an AA
plan which allows for layoffs in this capacity to unjustly burden the rights of
nonminorities.
An AA plan must not exclude non -covered group members as a class.
Although first articulated in Steelworkers v. Weber(1979), this interpretation
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was later reaffirmed in Firefighters v. the City of Cleveland (1986), U S v.
Paradise (1987), and Johnson v. Santa Clara County Transportation (1987)
The courts upheld the use of these plans because AA recipients were required
to compete with all qualified applicants making gender or race only one of
many factors considered in the hiring or promotional decision
An AA plan must be reasonable. Several decisions following
Steelworkers v. Weber(1979)defined the criteria used to determine if an AA
plan is reasonable.
1.

Efficacy of alternatives represents one criterion of reasonableness

Before a particular AA plan is implemented, it should be determined whether
less restrictive alternatives are available which would accomplish the same

purpose of AA. One reason the AA plan involved in Wygant v. Jackson Board
of Education (1986) was deemed unlawful was because no viable alternatives
to laying off nonminorities had been explored. Conversely, in both the
Sheetmetal Workers v. EEOC (1986) and the U.S v Paradise (1987)cases the
strict hiring quotas inherent in both of these plans were upheld because it was
determined to be the only viable alternative to eliminating a past history of
discrimination in the organizations
2.

An AA plan which may be modified when conditions warrant

represents another indicator of reasonableness. In the United States v.
Paradise (1987) decision the AA plan at issue was deemed as reasonable
because it would be waived if no qualified minorities were available. This
plan was also to be used in the event of promotions and would be terminated
when nondiscriminatory promotional procedures were developed.
3.

A plan which is temporary in nature represents another indicator

of reasonableness. This issue was supported in Firefighters v. Stotts(1984)
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where the AA plan at issue was determined to be unreasonable because it was
considered permanent in nature.
Recent Supreme Court decisions have encouraged voluntary AA as a
means of compliance with Title WI and as a means of promoting Equal
Employment Opportunity An important distinction which should be
emphasized is that the Courts extend freedom to organizations to use AA to
hire minorities over nonminorities, however, this freedom is not extended to
organizations who use AA plans which result in firing or laying off existing
employees. As noted in Table 1, of the seven Supreme Court AA cases, the
only AA plans deemed illegal were those which involved the laying off or
firing of existing employees It is ultimately the duty of the employer to
determine their responsibilities under Title VII and the Constitution and how
to best avoid running afoul of the law
A primary issue facing the future of AA comes with the passage of the
1991 Civil Rights Act Provisions within this Act could have many implications
for the personnel manager and his/her of AA program.
Score adjustments or race-nom -ling techniques represent an AA
technique used primarily for cognitive tests that possess an adverse impact on
minorities A provision within the 1991 Civil Rights Act no longer allows for
race-norming or score adjustments as a means of increasing minority
representation in the workforce. Hence, an additional burden is placed on
employers who use cognitive tests with race-norming procedures. Employers
or personnel managers will either need to develop new assessment
procedures with less adverse impact or create different Affirmative Action
mechanisms to increase minority representation Another option would be to
use the cognitive tests without race-norming which would result in fewer
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minorities finding employment within that organization thereby increasing
the risk of racial discrimination claims
Despite the ban on race norrning techniques, other provisions of the
1991 Civil Rights Act lend support for the goals of Equal Employment
Opportunity and AA This Act restores the greater burden of proof which
requires that hiring procedures be job related. This was a dictate that had
been eased with the passage of recent Court decisions. This provision
overrules the Supreme Court ruling in the Wards Cove v. Antonio(1989)
decision which determined that business necessity was not necessary in order
to justify hiring procedures_ The new Act, however, does not actually specify
what constitutes job relatedness or business necessity which makes it difficult
tor an employer or personnel manager to determine whether their hiring
procedures successfully meet this requirement. This places the employer at
risk until the courts decide what criteria will be used to determine job
relatedness.
Another provision which further supports the goals of AA and Equal
Employment Opportunity is that compensatory and punitive damages whch
were previously awarded to victims of ethnic or racial discrimination can now
be awarded to victims of intentional sex, religion, or disability discrimination.
This makes the consequences of invalid selection methods more costly and
hopefully encourages organizations to develop valid and unbiased assessment
procedures.
Recent Supreme Court decisions and legislation create the legal
environment in which AA must exist. Specifically, the guidance from each
decision and legislative mandate serve to clarify the constraints governing
how AA is to be implemented. The extent that legislative and judicial bodies
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discourage AA could impact the personnel manager's degree of support for
such programs Therefore, how personnel managers perceive legislation and
litigation to have affected the implementation of their AA programs should
directly affect their attitudes towards these programs.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
It is the author's belief that interpretations of Supreme Court decisions
and relevant legislation, such as the 1991 Civil Rights Act, represent a
significant influence on the level of support for AA exhibited by personnel
managers. Hence, a problem explored in the present research is to
determine the relationship between personnel managers' perceptions of the
impact of Court and legislative decisions on AA and the degree of support
they register for such. programs. Although Supreme Court decisions define
the legal status of AA, its role in shaping AA attitudes has yet to be
determined.
Past research indicates support from key personnel such as personnel
administrators, mid-level mati,.yers, and city executives represents an
influential determinant of successful AA (Hitt & Keats, 1984). Despite this
finding, little research exists pertaining to the attitudes of key personnel
towards AA. Although a small body of research was found dealing with
public sector employee attitudes towards AA, no research was found dealing
with attitudinal support reported by key officials in the private sector.
Therefore, another problem is to determine and assess any differences in the
degree of attitudinal support for AA possessed by private sector as well as
public sector personnel managers
A wide variety of variables is found to relate to attitudinal support for
AA. Reviewing potential correlates of AA can pinpoint specific variables
which may causally relate to attitudinal support for AA. This should result in
an increased understanding of why such attitudes exist. Community
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demographics, political orientation, personal characteristics, prior involvement
with AA, and organizational characteristics have been shown to predict AA
attitudes of key officials in the private sector Also perceptions of
discrimination have proven to be a significant predictor of attitudinal support
of AA for the population in general. Hence, the third problem of the present
research is to determine the relationship of these variables to the attitudinal
support of private and public sector personnel managers for AA.
It is probable that the sources and extent of discrimination against women
are different than that of minorities. Consequently, personnel managers may
possess differential support for AA as it pertains to women versus AA for
minorities. Therefore, the last problem of the present research is to determine
whether personnel managers are more or less supportive of AA for women
versus AA for minorities.

HYPOTHESIS
The following hypotheses are based on the findings of past research
and on the opinion of the author. It should be noted that the following
research represents an exploratory approach to examining attitudinal
support for AA and potential correlates which impact this support. Hence,
the following hypotheses are framed primarily to organize the statistical
analysis.
1.

Personnel managers will register more support for items which

reflect the principles of AA than for items which reflect the specific
mechanisms required to implement AA.
2.

Personnel managers will register more support on items reflecting

race-based AA than they do for items reflecting gender-based AA.
3.

Personnel managers in the private sector will register less

attitudinal support for AA than personnel managers in the public sector.
4.

The level of support reported for AA will be greater the more the

personnel manager perceives Supreme Court and legislative decisions to
have made AA implementation easier.
5.

Personal characteristics, community demographics, political

orientation, organizational characteristics, and perceptions of discrimination
will represent significant correlates of personnel managers reported support
for AA.
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METHOD
Sample
Respondents for the present study include personnel executives
employed in both the private and public sector. A list of private sector
personnel executives was obtained by contacting the Employment
Management Association (EMA), an association consisting of approximately
1300 personnel executives across the United States. A list of public sector
personnel managers was obtained from the International Personnel
Management Association (IPMA)directory. The lPMA is an association
consisting of 10,000 public personnel managers employed in the government
or public f,ector. The EMA and IRMA lists were chosen as a basis for the
sample because members represent all geographic regions in the United
States and also represent a variety of organizations.
Questionnaire
The present research utilizes an instrument designed to assess the
favorableness of attitudes towards the principles as well as the mechanisms
of AA. !terns assessing attitudinal support for AA were adapted from Slack's
research (1987a; 1987b). Included in the original instrument were two
response stems for each item: one dealing with attitudinal support for AA as
it pertains to women and the other response stem dealing with attitudinal
support for AA as it pertains to minorities. Alpha reliabilities obtained for
each scale were .67 for the gender portion and .71 for the minority portion
Because the present research is designed to assess attitudes of personnel
executives in the private sector as well as the public sector, the survey was
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slightly modified to pertain to both private and public sector personnel. As in
the original research, separate scales were used to determine attitudinal
support for AA as it pertains to women and attitudinal support for AA as it
pertains to minorities(Refer to Appendix C to items 15-29 which assess
attitudinal support for AA)
It should be stressed that although the present research adapted Slack's
scale (1987a; 1987b) to assess attitudinal support for AA,there remains one
significant difference Items which appear to assess support for AA principles
and items which appear to assess support for AA mechanisms were treated as
one scale in Slack's research. Because part of the focus of the present research
is to compare attitudinal differences between the principles and mechanisms
of AA,the present research analyzes items purporting to measure mechanisms
and items purporting to measure concepts as two separate scales. Specifically,
items 15-21 address the theory or concept of AA and items 22-29 focus upon
the mechanisms designed to carry these principles out.
The remainder of the instrument was not derived from Slack's research
it includes the following sets of items designed to measure potential
correlates of personnel executives' attitudes towards AA.
1

Personal Characteristics_ Included in this section are questions

requiring the respondent to indicate: age, sex, race, education, length of
residency in the community and tenure in present position.
2.

Political Orientation. This section asks the respondent to indicate

with which political party he/she identifies.
3.

Involvement with AA. This section asks respondents to indicate

what type of experience they have had with AA. Included in this section are
questions dealing with with and how long their AA had been in existence, the
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type of programs (i.e., voluntary, consent decree, contract based) in which
respondents may have been involved and whether or not they have been
involved in prior AA litigation.
4.

Perceptions of the Impact of Supreme Court Decisions and the 1991

Civil Rights Act on AA Implementation. Six Likert-scaled items were
constructed assessing respondents interpretations or reactions to the 1991
Civil Rights Act and recent Supreme Court decisions involving AA.
5.

Perceptions of Discrimination Against Women/Perceptions of

Discrimination Against Minorities. This section asks respondents to indicate
the extent of discrimination they perceive to be operating against women and
against minorities. Several questions were constructed to measure
perceptions of discrimination. Three items were formulated asking
respondents to indicate the extent of discrimination in the workforce and
how this discrimination serves to limit the opportunities for women and for
minorities. Separate scales were used, one determining perceptions of
discrimination against women and the other perceptions of discrimination
against minorities.
6.

Organizational Characteristics Respondents are asked to indicate

the following in this section: staff size, percentage of employees in
professional or managerial positions, percentage of women occupying
managerial positions, and percentage of minorities occupying managerial
positions.
Procedure
Pre-test. Before the questionnaires were distributed, a pre-test was
conducted to assess the clarity and reliability of the instrument Seventeen AA
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officers from the State of Tennessee received a draft of the questionnaire with
instructions on how to complete it.
As Table 2 indicates, the reliabilities for each subscale were adequate,
ranaing from .59 to 88. Hence, no modifications were made to the
instrument.
Table 2
Pre-Test Reliabilities of Sub-Scales

Alpha

Scale

Race-based

Gender based

Perceptions of Discrimination

.84

.88

Support for AA Concepts

.71

.75

Support for AA Mechanisms

.63

.59

Perceptions of Supreme Court
Decisions and Legislationa

.67

aitems were not separated to discriminate between race or gender-based
attitudes.
Survey Sample Data Collection Upon completion of the pre-test, 200
personnel executives(100 public sector and 100 private sector) were selected
to participate in this research Participants were randomly selected by state.
The number of respondents selected from each state was proportional to the
population of each state, with a minimum of at least one per state_
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One week before the questionnaires were mailed, participants were sent
a letter notifying each of their desired participation in this study. Included in
the letter of notification was an explanation of the research, its purpose, as
well as a description of the instrument they would receive (Refer to Appendix
A for a copy of the notification letter)
One week later, respondents were mailed a cover letter reiterating the
research purpose, a questionnaire, and a self-addressed stamped envelope for
returning the completed questionnaire. Summaries of recent Supreme Court
Decisions involving AA and a synopsis of the 1991 Civil Rights Act were also
included These were to be used as an aid for responding to several of the
items on the questionnaire (Refer to Appendix B through D for a copy of the
cover letter, survey, and summaries of Supreme Court decisions and
legislation).
Approximately one week following the survey distribution, a follow-up
post card was mailed to each as a reminder to return the questionnaire and to
thank them for their cooperation in the research (Refer to Appendix E for a
copy of the follow-up post card mailed to each participant).
To increase the number in the research sample, an additional one
hundred (SO each to public and private sector personnel managers)cover
letters, surveys, and follow-up postcards were sent. Participants were selected
arid notified in a manner similar to the procedure identified in the initial
mailing. The total data collection effort lasted six weeks.

RESULTS
Response Rate
One hundred fifty-five (n = 85 for public sector and n.
70 for private
sector personnel executives) out of the 300 recipients returned a
questionnaire for an overall return rate of 55%. The individual response
rates for each group were 57% for the public sector and 47% for the
private sector.
Respondent Descriptive Profile
Frequency distfibutions were calculated for several of the
demographic variables on the instrument to determine the general
characteristics of the respondents. Table 3 displays relevant background
information for the personnel executives. Respondents were largely
Caucasian, college educated, and between 41 to 50 years of age. A slight
majority of respondents were male. Around thirty-eight percent of the
respondents were Democrat, another 40% Republican, with the remaining
eighteen percent claiming to be Independent.
Formulation of the "Support for AA Mechanisms"
and the "Support for AA Principles" Subscales
The "Support for AA Mechanisms" and "Support for AA Principles"
subscales were formed on the basis of(a)the apparent item content,(b) a
principal components analysis of the items which assess attitudinal support
for AA (items 15-29), and (c) alpha reliabilities performed on various item
combinations.
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Table 3
Demoqra_phic Characteristic of Respondentsa

Variables

A

B.

Gender
Male

54

Female

46

Race
Caucasian

81

African/American

14

Other
C.

D.

Frequency %

4

Political Orientation
Republican

40

Democrat

38

Independent

18

Education
High School

3

Some College

9

College Graduate

48

Master's

40

Age
21-30

9

31-40

23

41-50

45

31

Variables

51-59
60+

Frequency %

17
5

an = 155 respondents.
As was done in the pre-test, the content of individual items was
examined to determine which items appeared to assess support for the
concepts behind AA and which items appeared to assess support for some of
the mechanisms required to implement AA. in reviewing the item content, it
appeared that items 15-21 assess support for the concepts of AA and items 2229 assess support for AA mechanisms.
A principal components analysis with a varimax rotation was performed
on items 15-29 to determine whether these items tend to cluster around two
separate components with one reflecting AA mechanisms and one reflecting
AA concepts Separate but identical analyses were conducted on items
reflecting support for race-based AA and items reflecting support for genderbased AA. The principal components analysis results are presented in Tables 4
and 5.
Although the factor-loading matrixes in Tables 4 and 5 indicate three
factors instead of two,factor 1 consists of most of the items identified as
assessing AA concepts(items 17-21) and factor 3 is made up of five items
which were identified as assessing AA mechanisms(items 22, 25, 26, 27, 29) 1

1 Note: Item 25 fell out on the race-based scale only.
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Table 4
Factor-Loading Matrix on Support for AA Mechanisms and Concepts Scale
(Gender-Based)

Factors

Item #

15

71

16

60

17

43

46

18

58

42

19

55

40

20

55

21

71

22
23

52
64

24

72

25

72

26

65

27

51

28

61

29

Note: Only factor loadings of 40 or greater are reported.
Note: Refer to Appendix A for a copy of the items.

45

73
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Table 5
Factor-Loading Matrix on Support for Mechanisms and Concepts Scale (RaceBasedl

Factors

Itern #

I

II

15

65

16

57

17

55

56

18

57

47

19

47

40

20

70

21

52

22
23

Ill

.52
69

24

67

25

62

26

45
65

27

55

28

65

29

Note: Only factor loadings of 40 or greater are reported.
Note: Refer to Appendix D for a copy of the items.

44

74
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Based on the factor analyses and the item content, coefficient alpha was
calculated on a few item combinations to determine which combinations
would form the most reliable subscales. Based on the alpha reliabilitie„
- items
15-21 formed the "Support for AA Concepts" scale and items 22-29 formed
the "Support for AA Mechanisms" scale.
Reliability of Sub-scales. The internal consistency for the instrument
utilized in the present research was reassessed y calculating the coefficient
alpha for each subscale on the instrument. Table 6 indicates the reliability for
each subscale to be adequate ranging .63 to .84.
Table 6
Reliability of Sub-Scales

Alphas

Scales

N-items

Gender-Based

Race Based

-)
,

66

.71

Support for AA Concepts

7

.63

.69

Support for AA Mechanisms

8

.71

67

Perceptions of Discrimination

Perceptions of Supreme
Court Decisions and
Legislationa

6

.84

altems were not separated to discriminate between race or gender based
attitudes
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Comparisons of support for AA mechanisms versus support for AA
principles. Two composite scores were formed by summing item responses on
the "Support or AA Mechanisms" and the "Support for AA Principles" scales
respectively. A paired-sample t-test was performed on these composite scores
to determine whether personnel executives significantly differ in their
support for the principles of AA versus the mechanisms required to implement
AA. Parallel analyses were conducted for the race and gender-based scales.
T-test results displayed in Table 7 reveal that although not large, there is
a significant difference between reported support for the mechanisms versus
support for the principles of AA. It should be noted that the scaling of the
item is arranged from strongly agree(which indicates support for AA)to
strongly disagree (which indicates lack of support for AA); therefore, the
higher the mean the less supportive they are for AA. Personnel executives
register slightly more support for the principles behind AA than they do for
the mechanisms required to implement AA. One assumption underlying the
interpretability of this finding is that the statements regarding principles and
mechanisms are worded equally favorably.
Comparisons between support for gender versus race-based AA. To
determine the extent of support of AA for women versus AA for minorities,
two paired-sample t-tests were calculated. One t-test compared support for
"Gender-Based AA Concepts" versus "Race-Based AA Concepts" and the other
t-test compared support for "Gender Based AA Mechanisms" versus "RaceBased AA Mechanisms."
The results from Table 8 indicate that no significant differences were
found in "Support for Race based AA concepts" versus "Support for Genderbased AA Concepts." However, a small but significant difference was found
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Table 7
T-Test Comparing Support for the Principles versus the Mechanisms of AA

Gender-based

Mean
S.D.

Race-based

Mechanisms

Concepts

Mechanisms

2.37

2.48

2.36

2.45

.60

.60

.62

.62

Concepts

T-value

2.72

2.02

N

142

141

Probability

p. < .01

p. < .05
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Table 8
T-test Comparing Support for Gender-Based versus Race-Based AA

AA Concepts

Race-based

Mean
S.D.

Gender-based

AA Mechanisms

Race-based

Gender-Based

2.36

2.38

2.43

2.48

.61

.60

.61

.59

T-value

1.74

3.01

N

144

145

Probability

p.>.05

p.<.01
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regarding "Support for Race based AA Mechanisms" versus "Support for
Gender-based AA Mechanisms." Respondents are slightly more supportive of
AA mechanisms for minorities than they are for women
Comparisons of public versus private sector support for AA. This analysis
compares the attitudes of public versus private sector personnel executives
regarding their support for AA. Once again, separate but identical analyses
were conducted on the race-based and gender-based scales. Independent
samples t-tests were calculated, one which compared public sector versus
private sector support for AA mechanisms and the other comparing public
sector versus private sector support for AA concepts.
Results from Table 9 fail to reveal any significant difference in the
attitudinal support of public sector versus private sector personnel executives
for AA for both the concepts and the mechanisms of AA.
Descriptions of personnel manager's perceptions of discrimination and
support for AA To describe personnel executives perceptions of
discrimination and attitudes towards AA,frequency distributions were
calculated for each item
A substantial percentage of the respondent; reported some form of
discrimination operating against minorities and women. As Table 10 reveals,
80% of the personnel managers agreed that women and minorities
experience discrimination in employment. Perceptions of discrimination
decreases when managerial treatment of women/minorities and opportunity
for minority/female achievement were examined. Specifically, personnel
managers are deeply divided on whether women/minorities are treated worse
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Table 9
T-Test Comparing Public versus Private Sector Support for AA

Gender-based
Mechanisms

Concepts

Private

Public

Private

Public

2.36

2 38

2.49

2.48

SD

62

56

60

61

N

82

81

64

Mean

62

T-value

20

.07

Probability

p.>05

p.>05
Race-based
Mechanisms

Concepts

Private

Public

Private

Public

2 32

2.40

2 40

2 44

SD

64

59

64

59

N

82

Mean

62

63

82

T value

80

41

Probability

p.> 05

p >05
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than white males oy management. This polarity in attitudes remains, when
personnel managers were asked to indicate whether women/minorities can
achieve the same status in an organization as while males. In summary, most
personnel managers agree that discrimination still exists against
women/minorities; however, they are split when it comes to determining
whether this discrimination comes from management. They are also split in
determining whether this discrimination serves to limit their achievement in
an organization.
As Table 10 reveals, a large majority of respondents agreed that it is the
employer's responsibility to take active steps to improve employment
opportunities for women and minorities(90% gender-based and 92%
minority-based agreement) and to ensure their fair treatment in jobs(95%
gender-based, 96u,/0 minority -based agreement). Furthermore, around 76%
reject the notion that AA results in reverse discrimination. A slight majority of
respondents reported support for the remaining items which assess the
concepts behind AA. Specifically, about one half of the personnel managers
disagree that women and minorities should make it on merit alone. Also,
around one-half agree that AA is effective at redressing past in-ibalances, AA
should be used to eliminate discrimination, and without AA past
discrimination will continue into the future.
A large percentage of respondents agreed that preference should be
given to female/minority candidate of equal ability(82% gender-based and
84% minority-based agreement)and that employers should make special
efforts to recruit(88% gender-based and 88% minority-based agreement)

and advertise positions for women and minorities(82% gender-based and
85% minority-based agreement). There were two AA mechanisms that the
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Table 10
Frequenc_y_Distributions for Individual Items

Gender based
Questionnaire item

A(%)

Minority-based

(%) D(%) A(%) U(%) D(%)

Perceptions of Discrimination
12. Women/Minorities
experience discrimination in
organizations.

80

4

14

80

3

15

13 Women/minorities are
treated worse than white
males by management.

40

14

47

38

18

52

14. Women/minorities can
achieve same status as white
males.

40

8

51

42

10

47

IS. Employer should take
active steps to improve
employment opportunities.

90

6

4

92

5

11

16. Employer's responsibility
to ensure fair treatment in
jobs.

95

2

3

96

2

1

17. AA results !r) reverse
discrimination.

11

12

76

12

12

77

18 AA is effective in
redressing past imbalances.

55

17

27

56

16

28

19. AA should be used to
eliminate discrimination.

52

18

29

52

19

8

20 Women/minorities should
make it strictly on merit.

29

17

50

29

16

51

21. Without AA, past
discrimination will continue.

49

17

32

51

17

30

AA Concepts
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Gender-based
Questionnaire item

Minority-based

A(%) U(%) D(%) A(%) U(%) D(%)

AA Mechanisms
22. A certain number of
positions should be set aside
for AA.

34

19

46

34

17

47

23. Preference should be
given to female/minority
candidates of equal ability.

82

8

8

84

7

7

24. Special efforts should be
made to advertise job
vacancies

83

7

10

85

6

8

25. Special efforts should be
made to recruit AA candidates.

88

8

4

89

7

4

26. Special committees should
be set up to discuss AA issues.

48

27

24

49

26

25

27 it is okay to hire a less
qualified AA candidate

60

15

25

61

14

24

28. AA targets and timetables
should be established.

36

9

53

38

7

53

29. Special training programs
for AA candidates should be
established.

53

18

27

54

19

25

A = Agree, U = Undecided, D = Disagree
Note: The scale values were collapsed from five point to three points.
Note: Percentages for each item may not equal 100 due to rounding_

majority of respondents failed to support. Specifically, approximately 65% of
the personnel managers did not endorse reserving positions only for
minorities or women and approximately 62% believe that hiring targets or
timetables should not be used to meet AA objectives.
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Description of perceptions of Supreme Court decisions and recent
legislation on the ease or difficulty of AA implementation. Means,standard
deviations, and frequency distributions were calculated for each item on the
Perceptions of Court and Legislative Decisions on AA" subscale. This was
done to describe the perceived impact of court and legislative decisions on
AA_ Table 11 displays these responses.
As Table 11 indicates, the majority of personnel managers reject the idea
that recent Court decisions and legislation will lessen their AA emphasis by
requiring programs to become less aggressive. They were almost equally split
regarding whether the adoption of AA programs would increase as a result of
recent Court decisions and legislation on AA. A small number of personnel
managers indicate that due to recent court and legislative decisions, AA plans
would not be adopted for fear they will not withstand judicial scrutiny.
Relationship of Supreme Court decision and legislation to AA attitudes.
Responses to items which assess "Perceptions of Court and Legislative
Decons on AA Implementation" were summed to form a composite score. A
Pearson correlation was then calculated between the composite "Perceptions
of Court and Legislative Decisions on AA" and the composites "Support for
AA Concepts" and "Support for AA Mechanisms." This was done to
determine the relationship between how personnel managers perceive Court
and legislative decisions impact AA and their level of attitudinal support for
AA. Once again parallel analysis were conducted for the race-based and
gender-based scales.
The scaling of items which concern the perceived impact of Court and
legislative decisions on AA is scaled from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
Specifically, strongly agree means that recent Court and legislative decisions
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Table 11
Description of Perceptions of Court and Legislative Decisions on AA
implementation

Questionnaire item

X

S.D.

30. In light of Supreme Court
decisions. AA plans need to become
less aggressive.

4.3

1.7

6

15

68

31. In light of 1991 Civil Rights Act,
AA pian need to become less
aggressive.

4.3

1.7

5

17

69

32. In light of Supreme Court
decisions, the adoption of AA plans
will increase.a

3.1

1.6

39

32

23

33. In light of Civil Rights Act, the
Adoption of AA plans will increase.a

3.1

1.4

32

33

28

34 Given Court decisions, employers
will not adopt a new AA plan for
fear it will not hold in court.

3.4

1.5

28

25

42

35. Given the Civil Rights Act,
employers will not adopt a new AA
plan for fear it will not hold up in
court.

3.5

1.5

20

27

47

A(%) U(%) 0(%)

aScale values for these items were reversed
Note. Scale values were collapsed from five points to three points
Note. A = Agree, U = Undecided, D = Disagree

have impeded implementation of AA. On the opposite end, strongly disagree
means they have enhanced implementation of AA. As Table 12 reveals,
negative correlations were found between a respondent's perceptions of the
impact of legislative and Court decisions on AA and their attitudinal support
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Table 12
Correlation Between Perception of Court and Legislative Decisions on AA
Implementation and Support for AA Concepts and AA Mechanisms

Gender

Race

Concepts

Mechanisms

Concepts

r = 17

r = -.18

r= 18

Mechanisms

Interpretations
of Court Decisions
and Legislation

r=-.18

for AA concepts and mechanisms In other words,the more they perceive the
courts or legislation to enhance or encourage AA,the more support they
demonstrate for AA. Although significant, the relationship between these
variables is relatively small resulting in a correlation of -.18 or smaller.
Predictors of attitudinal support for AA Several regression analyses
were conducted to determine which group of variables best predict
attitudinal support for AA The dependent variables included in separate
regression analyses were "Support for the AA Mechanisms" and "Support for
the Concepts of AA." Separate but identical analyses were conducted on the
race-based AA subscales and the gender-based AA subscales
Given the number of subjects who returned a questionnaire, the author
reduced the number of variables included in the regression analysis to a
number which would not distort the statistical results. The variables selected
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were based on the past research and the judgment of the author Fifteen
variables were included in the aforementioned analyses.
Seven of these independent variables detail the personal characteristics
of respondents and include age,sex, race political orientation, years of
residency in community, tenure, and education. Other variables included in
the regression analyses detail the respondent's extent of involvement with AA
and include type of AA plan (i.e., court-ordered, voluntary, contract-based)
and prior litigation experience with AA. Type of organization (i e., public or
private sector) and percentage of women/minorities occupying nontraditional
positions were two organizational variables included in the regression
analysis. Lastly, the following composites were included as independent
variables as well. They were perceptions of discrimination against women
(included gender-based analyses only), perceptions of discrimination against
minorities (included in minority-based analyses only), and perceived impact of
court and legislative decisions on AA.
The results of each of the four regression analyses indicate that the
respondent's race was the only variab!e to significantly predict attitudes
towards both the concepts or mechanisms of AA (both race and gender
based). Specifically, minorities were more supportive of both race-based and
gender-based AA concepts and mechanisms than non -minorities.
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Table 13
Regression Results for Attitudinal Support for AA Subscales

Gender

Race

Concepts

Mechanisms

Concepts

47

30

41

.36

.22

09

.17

.13

Adjusted R

21

07

16

11

SE

52

53

54

51

p < 01

p.< 05

p.< 01

p <.01

Multiple R
R Square

Probaboity

Mechanisms

DISCUSSION
Despite Equal Employment Opportunity and AA efforts, a large
majority of personnel managers believe that women and minorities are still
victimized by discrimination in the workforce. Although most of those
surveyed believe discrimination still exists in organizations, only about onehalf believe this discrimination emanates from management. Furthermore,
only one-half believe discrimination inhibits women/minority advancement
in an organization. Possibly, personnel managers believe discrimination
does not come from management but from peers and subordinates.
Furthermore, discrimination in this form, although unpleasant, may not
deter advancement in an organization. This conclusion is somewhat

consistent with past research which finds discrimination or negativity to be
expressed towards individuals thought to be AA recipients(Heilman &
Herlihy, 1984; Sowell, 1978). Often, those perceived to be AA recipients are
viewed negatively, because they are perceived to be hired not by merit but
solely on the basis of race or gender. It is possible that perceptions such as
these are more likely to exist among subordinates or peers than from
management. Management is more educated towards the need and
existence of AA; whereas, peers and subordinates may perceive AA as
threatening because they feel such hiring procedures make it more difficult
for them to advance in an organization.
Results from this research also indicate that personnel managers
believe employers should not set idly by and let the effects of past and
present discrimination continue They almost unanimously believe it is the
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employer's responsibility to not only ensure fair treatment in jobs, but to take
active steps to improve employment opportunities. Although not unanimous,
the majority of personnel managers still support items which focus more on
the theory of AA. Specifically, most believe AA is effective at redressing
statistical imbalances in the workforce and is necessary to eliminate
discrimination. The majority of personnel managers also indicate that AA
does not result in reverse discrimination.
Not only is AA supported in theory but support exists for most of the
mechanisms used to implement AA. Attitudinal support lessens when AA
mechanisms become more aggressive. Near unanimous support exists for AA
mechanisms which involve special recruiting or advertising efforts and for
giving preference to a female/minority candidate over a nonminority
candidate of equal ability. These represent some of the less aggressive AA
techniques. Although attitudinal support decreases, the majority of
personnel managers still support several of the mechanisms which can be
considered more aggressive in nature. For example, a slight majority support
establishing special training programs for minorities/women and giving
preference to a qualified female/minority candidate of lesser ability. There
were several mechanisms for which the majority of personnel managers did
not support. These mechanisms involve setting a certain number of positions
aside for women/minorities and establishing AA hiring targets and timetables.
Position set asides represent one of the most aggressive AA mechanisms and is
only used as a remedy for organizations found guilty of blatant and pervasive
discrimination. Personnel managers are not likely to support such a
mechanism because too much of their freedom is thereby usurped in the
hiring process Hiring targets and timetables represent an AA goal-setting
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technique which attempts to ensure timely implementation of AA Lack of
support could exist for this because personnel managers may feel torced into
hiring unqualified AA recipients only to ensure targets and timetables are
met. In summary, with the exception of position set-asides, hiring targets, and
timetables, substantial support exists for most of the mechanisms required to
implement AA.
Respondents in this study demonstrate attitudinal commitment for both
the principles and most of the practices of AA. This in part contradicts Slack's
research, where respondents supported AA in principle but lacked support for
the mechanisms required to implement AA. As AA approaches its second
decade of existence, those involved in AA implementation may have finally
come to accept it as a regular part of their personnel practices and no longer
view it quite as much as an intrusion into personnel decision making. The
finding of attitudinal support for AA is encouraging because this commitment
is a critical factor in making AA successful. It should also be noted that
support for AA is the same regardless of whether it pertains to women or
minorities.
A significant limitation of this research is that no effort was made to
equate the favorability of items which comprise the composites "Support for
AA Concepts" and "Support for AA Mechanisms." Hence, the subscale means
may differ due to the degree of favorability of the items comparing each
subscale. Potential differences in the wording of the items might result in the
tendency to favor one composite disproportionately over another Therefore,
in interpreting the differences between AA mechanisms and AA principles,
this shortcoming should be taken into consideration.
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It seems that despite the different conditions in how AA is implemented
in the public versus the private sector, attitudinal commitment tor AA was the
same regardless of what sector the respondent was from. The underlying
implication is that even across situations or environments where different
restrictions exist over personnel practices, support for AA remains constant.
Over two-thirds of the personnel managers surveyed believe that
dictates stemming from the new Civil Rights Act and recent Supreme Court
decisions will impose no additional restrictions on their current AA plans;
however, they are divided as to whether legislation and court decisions go so
far as to encourage the adoption of AA programs. There is also no consensus
on whether an organization's failure to adopt AA is due to a fear that such
plans will be rejected by the courts This indecision may be because the
requirements of the 1991 Civil Rights Act have not yet had a chance to be
clarified by the courts.
How personnel managers perceive the impact of Court and legislative
decisions on AA implementation, although small, was found to significantly
correlate with attitudinal support for AA The present research lends support
for the notion that the perceived impact of Court and legislative decisions on
AA implementation can effect an individual's support for such programs. If

courts and legislation impose requirements which complicate and restrict
what is considered an effective AA plan, then support may decrease for these
programs.
Awareness of factors, such as race, which contribute to the level of
support demonstrated for AA and an awarness of how different mechanisms
are supported can serve as an aid to employers in targeting where potential
resistance to AA should occur. A better understanding of where resistance
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occurs should be used in developing training or further research which would
help in eradicating this resistance. The most important finding from the
present research is that although the race of the person was found to be the
factor which best predicts AA attitudes, both minorities and nonminorities
register support for both the principies and most practices of AA. This
indicates that the commitment to making AA work to eliminate past and
present discrimination is alive and well.
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Department of Psychology

WESTERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

Bowling Green. K
502-743-ZVIS

I am a graduate student in Industrial/Organizational Psychology at Western
Kentucky University working on my Master's thesis on "Attitudes Towards
Affirmative Action and its Correlates " Specifically this research will examine
potential differences in the attitudes and correlates of personnel managers in the
public versus the private sector This letter is 3 plea for your assistance in my
research.
Your name was provided to me by the Employment Management Association and
from the International Personnel Management Association directory. You are a part
of a stratified sample which represents public and private sector personnel managers
across the United States
In approximately one week, you will be sent a survey consisting of a number of
questions assessing attitudes towards Affirmative Action and its correlates. I would
greatly appreciate it if you will take time to complete the questionnaire. This should
also take no longer than fifteen minutes of your time to completr:.
You are not asked to disclose your identity on your survey; however, your responses
are crucial to maintaining the validity of my sampling procedure and are vital to the
completion of my Master's thesis. You should know that this project receives no
government subsidy and the funds for completing this research effort are entirely
my own. Hence, I especially appreciate your cooperation in my research endeavor.
Sincerely,

Donna J Dunville

The Spirst Makes the Master

4.2 I01
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Departrrent tPs.k hology

WESTERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

Bowling Green. KN
502-745-105

As I wrote you a week ago, enclosed is a questionnaire designed to assess 'Attitudes
Towards Affirmative Action and its Correlates." ! would greatly appreciate, if you
could complete this questionnaire and return it in the enclosed self-addressed
stamped envelope in the next few days. This survey should take no more than
fifteen minutes of your time to complete and your identity will remain completely
anonymous.

Enclosed are case summaries of Supreme Court decisions in Affirmative Action and a
summary of the 1991 Civil Rights Act. I thought these might be of interest to you

and useful in responding to several of the items on the questionnaire.
As a reminder from our correspondence a week ago, i am examining differences in
the Affirmative Action attitudes and correlates of personnel managers in the public
versus the private sector I want to stress again that your responses are crucial to
maintaining the validity of my research and completion of my Master's thesis at
Western Kentucky Unlversity. Thus, I am deeply grateful for your generosity in
giving me a few minutes of your time.

Feel free to leave a message at (615) 356-5435 if you have any questions or
comments regarding this questionnaire. If you are interested in obtaining a copy of
the results, please contact me by phone or written correspondence. You may
address any written correspondence to the address listed on the letterhead.
Thank you for your time and effort in this matter
Sincerely,

Donna 1 Dunville

The Spirit Makes the Master

41 ICI

Appendix C
Survey

ATTITUDES TOWARDS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
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INSTRUCTIONS PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE

2 Sex: Male
Race

41-50

11-40

21-30

I. Age

51-59

Female

Caucasian

1 Political Onentatton

Afncan.Amencan
Republican

Asian

DeTTIOCTii

5 Years of Resident-% in Community • 0-5
6 Years in Present Position. 0-2
- Education

60*

3-5

High School Graduate

6-10
6-8

Other
Other
II -I!

16-20

9- I 1

Some College

21*

I:•
College Graduate

8. Does your organization ha% e an Affirmatiie Action plan'

Yes

Other

No

9. If yes. what year was the present Affirmative Acuon plan adoraed'
10. Has the lrganization us which you work ever been involved us Affirmative Amon liiigation'

Yes

II. Is your .AIfirmative Action plan. Court Ordered

Other

Voiuntary

Federally Mandaied

No

INSTRTiCTIO
—I;S
—iLEASE INDICATE YOUR OPINION ON THE STATEMENTS BELOW BY CIRCLING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FOR BOTH THE WOMEN AND
MINORMES SCALE SA-Strowgly 4gree. A Agree. U-Undecuied 0- DISOrt, SD- .Straogly Duagree
12. Women -N4vtonoes experience citscrimination in employ rnent
WOMEN: SA

A

U

D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A L. I) SD

13 WornenNinorities are treated worse than white males by their superv:sois arid malagemeru
WOMEN: SA

A I D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A 1 D SD

14 ‘A omeniMinonties can achieve the sante status in an organization as their white rnaie aounterpans
WOMEN: SA

A I..

D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A t D SD

IS An employer should take active steps to improve the employment opponunities of womervrnmonties
WOMEN: SA

A I. 1) SD

MINORITIES: SA

A L D SD

lb If women.mmonues are not getting lair :reaunent itt jobs. it is the employer s responsibtlity to sec to it that they do
WOMEN: SA

A 1._

D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A I. D SD

Once Affirmative Action programs for ,Aomennenrionues are started the result is bound to be reverse discrimination
against non- minontiestrnen.
WOMEN: SA

A I

I) SD

MINORITILS: SA

i U D SD

18. Affirmative Action is an effective mecharuun ir redressing past racial or gender imbalances
WOMEN: SA

A I

D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A I

D SD

10 Affirmative Actiott should be used to ehrrunate discruntriation !n he woddorce
WOMEN: SA

A

L

I) SD

MINORITIES: SA

A 1_

1) SD

20 Women/Minonues have to cam that the.. arc entitled to no special consideration and must make it strictly on rnent
WOMEN: SA
21

A I

D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A I

It SD

II there are no Affirmative Action programs helping wornervininonties in employment. then worhenimuiontses wsll
continue to fail to get their share of jobs, thereby. continuing past iiisnrnusastoo into the future
WOMEN: SA

A 1. D SD

MINOR/TLES: SA

A I

D SD

PLEASE TL RN PAGE AND ANSWER THE Ql ESTIONIS ON THE RACK

22 In postoons where an emploser 5 tound guili of dis:runutation, a vertain number of positions should be set aside
tor le clinCrI/MintlflUCS

140%1E\ SA
21

A I D SD

SIISoRrTILS SA

A

L

61

D SD

Where remade runonts and maletnonminonts applicants are of equal shiiirv and (emales.minonties
are
underrepresented in a position IIC. percentage of fernales.mmonties in a position is less than the percentage
of
qualifieu femates.minonues in the Tries ant recruiting area,. the empicner should use preferen,r t.
• the
femalcsnuvonty candidate
%OMEN: SA 4 1.

D SD

MrvORITILS: SA

A

a

D SD

24 Employers should make a speaal effort to advertise job vacark-ies Ic womeroneonues
WOMEN: SA

A I I) SD

MINORITIES: SA

A I. D SD

2.5 Emptoers thou!d make a special effort to recruit womentminorties for positions into matuigement and
administration
WOMEN: SA

A I

D SD

MIN.ORITIES - SA

AI. D SD

2.6 Emplosers snouid set up c.ornmasees of womennrunonry civic ,eaders to make recommendations for urnprc,s mg the
wring and promotion opporturuues of wornennuinonties
WOMEN: SA

A I

El SD

MINORITIES: SA

A I.

D SE)

Ernptot ers should establish specific targets and urneubies for hiring womentrninonties Into positions in
which they
are underrepresented
WOMEN

SA

A

D SD

MINORITIES. SA

A

I

D SD

28 In positions where worneramsnorities art underrepresented It is approgir.ate for an employer to hire a
quallfkel
femaleminonn candidate. even if there is a more qualifled notuninont) candidate available
WOMEN: SA

A I.

D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A I D SD

29 Large empiovers should set up special tratrung programs to members of protected groups to help them
obuun the
skills necessary to be more conapetuoie in the wortforce
WOMEN: SA

A I.

D SD

MINORITIES: SA

A I

D SD

NOTE BEFORE RESPO'vDING TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IT MAY BE HELPFUL TO
REVIEW' THE ENCLOSED SLPREME COURT SLMMARIES AND
AFFIRMA 17VEAC770N Pk OV ISiONS
30. In light of recent Supreme Court .Affirrnativc Action lea %sorts your present AffirmatiYe ACJOIS
plan needs to
become Less aggressive
SA
11

A

L

D

SD

In light of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 your presets Affirinative Action plan needs to become less aggressive
SA
A
1.
D
SD

12 As a result of recent Supreme Court Affirmative Action decisions, the adoption of Yolumary
Affirmause Actior,
programs will increase
SA

A

I.

El

SD

33 As a result of the C,vil Rights Act of 1991. the adoption of voluntary Affirmative Action programs
will increase
SA
A
I.
D
SD
14 6:Yen recent Supreme Coon decisions. employers will he more reluctant to adopt ktfinnat
iv e Amen programs for
fear they will not hold up in court
SA

A

I

D

SD

35 Given the Civil Rights Act of 1991. employers will be more reluctant to adopt Affirmative
Action programs for fear
they von not hold up in court
SA

A

U

D

SD

NOTE PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IF .4PPLICABLE OR IF 17115
INFORMATION IS At AiLABLE TO YOL
-

Approximately. how many people in your organization are governed by the policies and procedures
established by
your office of personnel
• What proportion of the positions in your organization minimally require a college
degree (0-100%) _
- What proportion of positions in your organization real:mm.1g a college
degree is occupied by wonsennninonues
1010%,

Appendix D
Summaries of Recent Supreme Court
and the 1991 Civi! Rights Act

CASE SUMMARIES AND SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS OF 1991 CIVIL RIGHTS ACT
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Major provon of thefts§ Rights Act of ,
1 91
This act allows compensatory and punitive damages which were previously s‘ailable to ettuus and =pontos only to be sought by victims of intentional sex.
religion.
or disability discnmination Another provision suits that differential cut-off scores. score adjustments arid other race-norming techniques will no longer be
allowed
The Equal Employmert Opportunity Commission sEE0C, will be rewired to establish a techn,cai assistance uaining unn to provide educauonal assistance to
individuals who have been hisioncally the vtcuros of joo bias Additionally. a Glass Ceding Commission will also be established to study barriers to the advancement
of women and mthonties and to discover means for overcoming these barnen A national award for disenity and escellenoe will be set up yearly to award a
business
that has successfully promoted the opportunrues and developmental experiences of women and mirionoes
The primary impetus of the(oil Rights Au of 1991 was to rebuff several of the Supreme Court decisions decided us the past year Firstly. this as overrules ykard
Cove Packtng Company versus Atonto Thin decision had made it substantially more daffloult for platnurfs to prove disparate impact. The new act restores the nght 01
employees to rthallenge practices which disproportionately exciude women and minorities from the aunencan workplace In the Weeds Cove decision, the court ruled
that an employer does not have to prove business necessity in defending its employment practices The new Civil Rights Act requires the employer to demonstrate
that the challenged practice is eb-related for the position us question and consistent with tautness necessity' Complatneno are still required to prose that thc
paniswar practises in quesoon have a dtsparate irnpact Another session of the Act seeks to lunit the Supreme Cour ruling us Martin Y 'Attics by adding a section
which ban shallenges to consent decrees by persons who were monied of the decree prior to the decree jtulpnent arid had reasonable opportunity to present
objeto ions
CIty of Richmond v. J.A.('re Co:(19391
The city of Virginia decided to act affirmatively us awarding sutxontracts to musonty -owned businesses
As evidence that remedial action was necessary the city
stated that 1, the population of Rachrriond was %roe black not °fit!, 67 percent of prime construction contracts were awarded to aunorify owned businesses. 20 there
were a variety of construcoon associations but few, minonty members were us these associations, 7, supporters of the plan shared perceptions of widespread
discrtmutatton Agatha minority owned businesses The court ruled the city s justification for remedial scum was faulty especially in the companion made to
determine remedial nature The court mainutheel that the companion should be between the norther of minority -owned businesses us the Richmond area qualified tc,
undertake subcontracting wort and the amount of subcontracting dc Ilars awarded to those minority contractors who were qualified Tbe definition ot =Donn was
questioned by the courts as well The courts maintained that by defining minority as '51% owneritop of a company as knack, Onto's!. Spanish-speaking.
Eskimo or an Aleut auzen" the plan would gran: preferential treatment to nunonty-owned subcontractors who had never set foot to Richmond. Hence ,aocuninority
subcontracton could be disachaniaged by rtlinekrill, subcontractors from any part of the country who had never felt the effects of thserimthation us Richmond On the
basis of the aforementioned terms, the court strock down the use of this plan
%tanks v. Wkj. t19111)
White fireftghters challenged a consent decree between the coy of Birmingham and Nock firefighters This consent decree insunned specific lunng and promotional
goals which favored certain black firefighters allegedly less qualified than the white firefighters The court stated chat a consent decree is subject to ccxotroom scrutiny
If it results us a tendency to use nice as the sole critenon for decision-making m carrying out the terms of the decree Courts determined that this consent decree was
not implemented in this manner
ards Cove Packing •. Monks I 1110 I
In this case mtnonty employees alleged that howg and promotion practices in a salmon canners were responsible for racsal imbalances in the workforce
The
alleestIons made were based an the (otthvong I undertepresentation of mitionties us wilted noncannery positions and 2, overrepresentation of minorities in the
unskilled cannery pcsitioni The coons disagreed stating use proper companson was between Use number of qualified persons in the relevant labor market
and the
number of empioYees holding the job in question The court further affirmed that an =balance in and of itself is insufficsent to prove illegal Iscruntniuron A
bottom-line companion of the percentage between the nianher of minorities and nownisionues in the wortl.yrce will not he allowed As a result ari employee will be
asked to idenon a specific employment practice and demonstrate its adverse =pact
sited States s Paradtse:

419$71

After a history of flagrant dascrunination and also finding a proposed promotion procedure to have an adverse impact on crunontin, a luring quota was unposed
in
which 50% of those promoted to upper positions must he black, if such candidates were available This was to continue unul cads rank was to be occupied
by 25%
black . or until a promotional procedure had been developed wtuch did not discriminate against Naas. This relief was viewed as jusufying a compelling
governmental
interest which was to eradicate the departtuenu pervasive exclusion of blacks Thu one-for-one requirement was viewed as necessary In ehminaung
the effects of
long-term discrunination and flexible oecause ii applies only when promotions are needed. The promouonal requirement was viewed
as temporary because once
procedures that do not discriminate are developed. it wil be dropped

Johnson •. Transportation Agency:(1187)
Here a voluntary Affirmative Action program was adopted to address the atherrepresentsbon of women in certain sob categooes Short
term luring goals were set as a
realistic guide in employment decisions The plan authorized gender as only one factor to be considered when evalutung women
for jots where they an currently
tthderreprestmed The use of this plan was upheld for the following seasons li It was adapted to address a manliest gender =balance. 2) becalla there
was no
speaftc number of positions ft( aside and the promotional goals were rue construed as quotas which must be met, the plan dad not trarr.mel
the nests of nownutorwes.
ir nor did the plan create an absolute bar to their advance:new Furthermore . the plan only authonzed the consideration of gender wheo
evaluating appticano us
traditionally gender-segregated positions
PLEASE 11 Fril AND READ SACit SIDE OF MC PAGE

Sheet Metal Morters s EEO(

19661
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This involved a _our, imposed Affirmause Action program following findings of past discrimination on the pan of the sheet metal *often union The remedy
involved a :9% musonty membership g it! to be actue,rd t l9 I. also such Affirmative Anion prixedures were to be unplernenied under a court appointed
administrator For failing to adhere to these sanctions and as a further remedy, a fuse was imposed and subsequently pieced in a Imams and recruitment tend The
court held that rare conscious relief such as this if appropriate where an employer has been involved in blatant and egregious discrimination
14 12dal v. Jackson Board of Educatioo: l9$6)
This focuses on a layoff provision protecting certain minonty groups against layoffs. This resulted in nonrmnonty teachers being laid off over several minority teachers
with lets Set% in”i The court held this plan to be invalid for the folioenng reason, no evidence ofor discnmination was demonstrated. therefore. no compellthe
governmental purpose for having the plan was justified. Also the means chosen were not narrowly tailored to the achievement of that goal. That is. other means
which were less intrusive could have been used such as luring goals
Firefighters Local v. Stotts: 112141
This involved the use of an Affirmative Action plan. layoffs ano a senionts system
pots a finding of alleged mcsai discnnuriation ty the Memphis fire department,
Iwo consent decrees were filed. Their purpose being to remedy the hinng and promotional practices with respect to blacks When it became necessary to layoff
personnel. a modified layoff plan was implemented where minorities with less tenure were retained over several nonminonues This plan was found to be invalid
mainly because none of the victims involved were the direct victims of the alleged (Inert:flirtation and therefore, were not entitled to the compeutive senionts that was
awarded to than Also, the remedy imposed here cannot be used to ovemde an already existing seniority system.
tinted Steelworkers of A merka v. Weber:
This involved a voluntary Affirmative Action plan designed to eliminate a conspicuous racial imbalance by reserving SOW of the openings in a craft training program
for blacks. This was done until the percentage of blacks in craft positions equaled the peroemage of blacks in the local labor force. This plan was deemed appropriate
for the following reasons lithe plan was designed to break down old panems of discnsnination: 2) a does not urusecessanly trammel white employees ngliu. i nor
does it require the discharge of white worken, sidle plan was onl) temporan.. St the plan does not crease an absolute tar to while advancement
Bakke v. Board of Regents: 41972)
Here the court struck down the use of a university s admission pobt, that reserved a specific number of places solely for minorities Several less qualified trunonues
were admitted 3% e r Bakke a white male who was denied admission The court held that any thstincuons mane based solely on race wtll be rejected. By not allowing
whites to compels tor the set aside opentngs tut {clung minonties compete tor all the openings. this plan censidered race as the sole factor in *bassoons The court
stresses howeser that race may be used as one factor at hiring when it as deemed necessary to the accomphdrnent of a legitimate business purpose such as Ctlfeflk:
minont! underrepresentation within that institution
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The following is a reminder pertaining to a questionnaire you received
one week ago on "Attitudes Toward Affirmative Action and its Correlates". If you have yet to complete it, I would appreciate if you could
return the completed questionnaire to me at your convemence. If you
have misplaced your copy, you may contact me at (615) 356-5435 or
notify me by mail to request another copy. If you have already return
ed
your completed questionnaire, I wish to again express my heartfelt thanks
for your kind cooperation.
Thank you.

Donna Dunville

